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Flow parameter values and azimuthal distributions relative to the reaction plane have been 
obtained as a function of the impact parameter for the systems 36Ar $ 27Al from 55 to  95 
MeV/u, 64Zn + 27A1 and 64Zn + 5%i from 35 to 79 MeV/u. The azimuthal distributions 
show an in-plane enhancement ("rotation-like" effect) for the lighter system. For the heavier 
system, it evolves from in plane enhancement a t  low energies to out-of-plane enhancement 
(squeeze-out effect) a t  high energies. The balance energy for central collisions agrees with 
the (Asystem)-113 behaviour of LVUU calculations. Comparisons with severa1 model cal- 
culations are shown. The possibility to  obtain informations on the nucleon-nucleon cross 
section in medium and the equation of state (incompressibility modulus) is discussed. 

I. Motivation 

The dynamics of nucleus-nucleus collisions at  inter- 

mediate energies can be viewed as a succession of stages 

- more or less separated - from the overlap of nuclear 

matter in the interaction zone to the formation and de- 

excitation of hot nuclei. 

During the first stage, nucleons and clusters are 

emitted and their study provides information on nuclear 

matter in the interaction zone of the two nuclei (partic- 

ipant nucleons). The directed collective motion of these 

nucleons and clusters in the reaction plane (transverse 

flow) is a signature of the interaction[']. I t  had been 

first expressed via the average direction of khese nu- 

cleons, the flow angle which is, for symmetry reasons, 

located in the reaction plane: Fig. 1 top. Even on this 

idealistic figure, it is difficult to  distinguish between nu- 

cleons emitted from the interaction region and nucleons 

emitted later from the "spectator" nuclei. In addition, 

the flow angle values are very sensitive to  detector lim- 

itations. Therefore, a specific analysis method['I has 

been developed which uses the component of the trans- 

verse momentum Pt in the reaction P,. This 

analysis gives the in-plane flow parameter value (loosely 

called flow) which is the increase of < P, > per nucleon 

in the interval between mid-rapidity and projectile ra- 

pidity: Fig. 1 bottom. Note the difierent scales for 

P,/A and < P,/A >: flow is a relativity weak shift 
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of a broad distribution, therefore an accurate detector plane have also been studied, since measurements for 

calibration is required. light systems (Ar + AIz3 and Ar + v15) at low in- 

cident energies have shown an in-plane enhancement, 

quite different from the out-of-plane enhancement due 

/ to  squeeze-out effects observed at high energies[12]. 

Figure 1: Top: mid-rapidity and "spectator" particles and 
residues emitted in one event, in the c.m. frame. Mid- 
dle: distributicn of Z = 1 particles emitted in many events 
versus their rcpidity Y and the projection P,/A of their 
transverse mo nentum per nucleon Pt/A on the reaction 
plane. Bottorr : < P,/A > versus Y .  The slope at mid- 
rapidity is used to obtain the flow parameter value: increase 
of < P,/A > iii the interval between mid-rapidity and pro- 
jectile rapidity. 

For easier comparisons between different systems 

and incident rnergies, the plots in this paper use the 

rapídity re1at:ve to  the projectile rapidity in the lab. 

frame (i.e. 1,arget rapidity = O). Therefore, mid- 

rapidity mears around 0.5 (O in c.m. frame) At high 

energies, the interaction is dominated by two-body col- 

lisions, the flow is attributed to  a repulsive momentum 

transfer in the compressed interaction region. Con- 

versely, at  a few tens of MeV/u, the interaction is dom- 

inated by the attractive mean field. There, fragments 

have been shown to be deflected to negative angles. Of 

course, at  some intermediate energy, the flow is zero. 

This energy is called inversion energy or, since two body 

effects counterbalance mean field effects, balance energy 

(~ba i ) [ '~ l .  

Azimuthal distributions relative to the reaction 

The continuous evolution from negative to posi- 

tive flow values as a function of incident energy has 

been studied with the Boltzmann equation13~20~27~28], 

the microscopic Landau Vlasov mode1[4~17~30] and QMD 

ca lc~la t ions[~~] .  The flow and azimuthal anisotropy val- 

ues are sensitive both to the nucleon-nucleon cross sec- 

tion sNN in nuclear medium and to the equation of 

state through the incompressibility modulus I< of in- 

finite nuclear matter. The first calculations indicated 

that it was sufficient to  measure Ebal for several im- 

pact parameter values and several ~ ~ s t e m s [ ~ ] .  Experi- 

mentally, Ebal can be extracted rather easily. Unfortu- 

nately, recent calculations have shown that Ebal values 

alone are not sufficient. Instead, calculated and mea- 

sured flow values must be compared over a broad range 

of incident energies[4-". 

BUU calculations have recently been made on the 

azimuthal d i s t r ib~t ions[~~] .  

Following measurements of the system 40Ar+ 27Al 

from 36 to 85 MeV/u with the multidetector array Mur 

+ ~ o n n e a u [ l ~ ] ,  we have performed a complete experi- 

mental study of 3 systems up to the maximum bom- 

barding energy delivered by the GANIL accelerator : 

36Ar + 27Al from 55 to 95 MeV/u, 64Zn + 2 7 ~ 1  and 

64Zn + 5%i from 35 to 79 MeV/u. 

LVUU calculations for these systems are under way. 

11. Exper iments  and so r t i ng  of even t s  

Seven Si telescopes were set up to cover the angu- 

lar range from 3 to 30°, in order to  correctly identify 

the charge of the heaviest fragment (projectile-like frag- 

ment or evaporation residue). Other fragments were 

detected in the Mur + Tonneau (charge identification 

up to  Z = 9): Fig. 2. Particle and fragment velocities 

were derived from time-of-flight, thus providing reliable 

values of the momenta per nucleon which are used to 

determine the flow. 

Since a11 4w arrays have some dead areas and detec- 
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tion thresholds, the first step in the event-by-event anal- 

ysis is to  retain only the well characterized events, i.e. 

to  reject these events for which insufficient information 

has been recorded. This is easily checked by looking 

at Lhe total measured IongitudinaI linear momentum[q. 

Very peripheral reactions are lost, since the projectile- 

like fragments escape the detector through the beam 

hole (0-3.2'). For other impact parameters values, 

around 80% of the initial momentum is measured and 

we keep a11 events above 60%. 

Since the flow parameter is a function of the impact 

parameter b, the events have to  be sorted in terms of 

b. Severa1 global variables related to the violence of 

the collisions have been tried. The best ones are "the 

total transverse momentum" and "the average (mass 

weighted) parallel v e l o ~ i t ~ " [ ~ ] .  Both have been used, 

since they are almost independent from each other. 

They lead to  nearly identical results. The correlation 

between bezp and the real b value has a FWHM around 

1.5. fm. 

Figure 2: Experimental set-up. 

An example of the distribution of Z = 2 and Z 2 6 

final fragments is shown in Fig. 3 for two impact param- 

eter bins: peripheral and very central collisions. There 

are three sources of fragments: a very slow target-like 

source (hardly located, since most fragments are below 

the detection threshold), a fast projectile-like source, a 

mid-rapidity source for Z = 2. 

Figure 3: Invariant cross section contour plots at 45 MeV/u 
for semi-peripheral (top) and central collisions (bottom), 
Z = 2 and Z = 6 particles detected at polar laboratory an- 
gles between 3.2" and 150'. The axis are rapidities relative 
to the projectile rapidity. 

Figure 4: Average transverse momentum per nucleon of 
Z = 2 fragments versus their rapidity relative to the beam 
rapidity. The bump around Y/Y, = O is due to the detec- 
tion threshold (see Fig. 3).  The mid-rapidity bump is the 
same at other impact parameter values 36Ar on 2 7 ~ 1  at 95 

MeV/u. 

This mid-rapidity source shows up clearly in Fig. 4: 

mid-rapidity particles ("participan&" emitted early in 

the nucleus-nucleus encounter) have a larger transverse 

momentum than particles emitted by the excited quasi- 

projectile ("spectator"). 

The reaction plane is estimated using the method of 

Danielewicz and 0dyniec[l]. It deviates from the real 

reaction plane by an angle which can be large when the 

flow parameter has a small value, thereby leading to 

an underestimation of the f l ~ w [ ~ ] .  For the most part, 

this deviation is not caused by experimental limitations 

(at least when a good quaIity 4n array is used). It is 

mostly due to finite number effects and to the randomly 

oriented thermal motion superimposed on the oriented 

collective motion. One can either calculate the correc- 

tion factor for each case[161 or, preferably, introduce the 

method of Danielewicz-Odyniec and the detector limi- 

t,ations in the theoretical c a l c~ l a t i ons [~~] .  
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I IP .  Pn-plane Wow p a r a m e t e r  values 

The flow parameter is derived in the usual manner, 

shown in Fig. 1. Since the initial direction of the impact 

parameter vcctor cannot be known, one measures the 

absolute value of flow (i.e. the slope at mid-rapidity is 

always positive). Some examples are shown in Fig. 5. 

Figure 5: Messured mean transverse momentum per nu- 
cleon projectecl onto the estimated reaction plane (< pj, > 
/ A )  versus tht: laboratory particle rapidity relative to the 
projectile rapiciity. 

Around 0.5 one clearly sees the linear increase of 

< Pi > / A  vrrsus the rapidity which characterizes di- 

rected collective motion. At large and small rapidities, 

particles emi ,ted by the "spectator" nuclei constitute 

the main con Jribution. 

The complete set of flow parameter values obtained 

for Z = 2 verms bexp a t  5 incident energies is displayed 

in Fig. 6. Ib r  this system 36Ar on 27Al, bgrazing is 

around 8 fm Flow values decrease rapidly at small 

bexp values, rrince they must be zero at b = 0. 

The flow variation with incident energy is displayed 

in Fig. 7 for 3 impact parameter bins of 64Zn + 58Ni re- 

actions (bgrazing = 10 fm). The top left figure shows the 

measured abzolute values for Z = 1: a decrease down 

to zero follow~:d by an increase. In the other figures, the 

low energy values are plotted as negative. Sometimes 

there is an uncertainty as to whether a point is negative 

or positive. l'he balance energy increases from 65 & 3 

MeV in centrid collisions up to  more than 75 MeV/u in 

semi-peripheral ones. This shift of the balance energy 

with the i m p x t  parameter value is in agreement with 

theoretical expectations. It has been seen already for 

40Ar on 27A11' and we got similar data for 36Ar on 27Al 

from 55 to 95 MeV/u and 64Zn on 27Al from 35 to 79 

MeV/u. 

cross section (mb) 

Figure 6: Flow (absolute value) as a function of the exper- 
imentally determined impact parameter value, for Z = 2 
fragments (mostly alpha particles) emitted in 36Ar on ' ' ~ 1  
collisions from 55 to 95 MeV/u. These values are not cor- 
rected for the difference between the true and measured re- 
action planes and are thus smaller than the real values. 

On this figure, an intriguing point is the possible 

dependence of the balance energy on the emitted mass. 

It one assumes that Ebal is independent of the frag- 

ment mass, one can find a common value for Z = 1 and 

Z = 2 fragments in Fig. 3.  However, if they are ana- 

lyzed independently, Z = 2 balance energies are above 

Z = 1 values, within experimental uncertainties. If 

confirmed, this fact would mean that heavier products 

are emitted from different locations in the participant 

zone and/or at different interaction times. Therefore, 

careful experimental and theoretical studies should be 

made to address this point. 

IV. Out-of-plane flow and az imu tha l  d i s t r ibu-  

t ions 

As seen in Fig. 1, the azimuthal distribution of 

the particles around the beam axis is symmetric with 

respect to  the reaction plane, it is not isotropic. Let 

us look at azimuthal distributions for different rapidity 

bins. If only the in-plane transverse flow were present, 

the azimuthal distribution should be peaked a t  0' near 

the projectile rapidity, peaked at 180' near the target 

rapidity, and isotropic near mid-rapidity. Other effects 
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Figure 7: Excitation function of the uncorrected flow parameter for 3 impact parameter bins, in 64Zn on 58Ni collisions (see 
text). 

can be superimposed on the transverse 8ow and modify 

the shape of the azimuthal distribution. 

Fig. 8 shows the azimuthal distribution of mid- 

rapidity protons from 55 MeV/u 40Ar i- 27A1 reactions. 

These distributions were fitted to  a Legendre polyno- 

mia1 expansion up to the second order, as in ref. 21: 

dN/d+ = ao + a1 cos 4 + a2 cos(24) 

The solid line is the fit to  the experimental data, 

the dashed line is the a1 cos 4 contribution (shifted up 

by 0.75ao), which simply reflects the in-plane flow 

contribution. The dotted line is the a:! cos(24) contri- 

bution (shifted up by - 0 . 2 5 ~ ~ ) .  No enhancement is 

observed around &90°, which means that the squeeze- 

out effect which was seen at higher energies (> 200 

M ~ V / U ) [ ~ ~ ]  or for much heavier systems at the same 

energy per nucleon (Kr + Au a t  43 M~v/u) [ '~ ]  is not 

seen for this light system in our energy range. This 

squeeze-out effect is attributed to the shadow of target 

or projectile-matter[241. Oppositely, the emission at O0 

and 180' is enhanced here (a2 is positive).. This en- 

hancement is also present in the azimuthal varia.tion of 

< Pt >: Fig. 9. Not only more particles are emitted 

close to the reaction plane, but their velocity is larger. 

How does this in-plane enhancement vary as a func- 

tion of impact parameter, incident energy and system 

mass ? As seen in Figs. 8 and 9, the enhancement (ex- 

pressed by the anisotropy ratio a2/ao) increases with 

the impact parameter. This could be caused by a ro- 

tation of the participant zone (angular momentum per- 

pendicular to  the reaction plane, hence the name of 

"rotation-like beha~iour"[ '~]).  The decrease of a2/ao 

with incident energy, however, does not fit with this 

explanation, since a2/ao decreases when the energy in- 

creases: Fig. 10. At the highest energies reached, the 

anisotropy is close to zero for 36Ar + 27A1 and slightly 

negative for 64Zn + 5"i. 
When mean field effects are dominant, the time 

spent by a nucleon in the interaction zone allows it 

to be preferentially deflected in the direction of rota- 

tion of the system, i.e. towards the reaction plane. At 

larger incident energies, this time decreases. When the 

two systems are compared at the same impact param- 

eter relative to the maximum impact parameter value 

and for the same energy shift below the balance energy, 

az/ao is slightly lower for the heavier system. Shadow 
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effect due to  the "spectator" nuclei begins to  play a role 

for these metiium-mass nuclei. At the energies studied 

here, the mean free path of nucleons in nuclear mat- 

ter decreases and shadow effect becomes more effective 

when the energy increases. In the competition between 

rotation due to mean field (leading to in-plane enhance- 

ment) and shadow effect (leading t o  out-of-plane en- 

hancement), when the energy and mass of the system 

increase, shadowing effect becomes dominant : a slight 

out-of-plane mhancement is observed for Zn + Ni above 

69 MeV/u. 

V. Theoret ical studies of flow 

The direction of the collective matter flow is de- 

pending on two main parameters. The first one is the 

incompressib Jity modulus of nuclear matter Ii, which 

is the rate of iariation of the pressure versus the density 

in the infinit: nuclear matter phase diagram. Clearly 

the deflection angle must depend on I(, . The other pa- 

rameter is th: nucleon-nucleon cross section in nuclear 

medium UNN, since it will govern the role of repulsive 

nucleon-nucleon collisions relative to  the role played by 

the mean fiebi. As said above, one-body and two-body 

effects balance each other a t  the balance energy. In the 

first calculations based on the Boltzmann equation[3], 

the flow vahm - and therefore the inversion energies - 
were found tc be strongly dependent both on UNN and 

Ii. Recent c alculations include Coulomb effects and 

non local fortes and do not give such a strong depen- 

dente. 

The Eantlau-Vlasov method with the Uehling- 

Uhlenbeck co:lision term (LVUU) has been used in ref. 

4, 17, 30. It uses mostly the Gogny force, which is 

non local, anc also a local Skyrme force (Zamick force) 

which allows one to  easily shift from a stiff to a soft 

EOS (i.e. Ii from 380 MeV/c/u to 200). Quantum 

Molecular Djnamics has been also used[lg] with the 

Gogny force and a local force (the Wada force). The 

Boltzmann-Uchling-Uhlenbeck equation, with a Lattice 

Hamiltonian inethod, has been solved for a soft and a 

stiff EOS, and severa1 sNN ~ a l u e s [ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ] .  Which conclu- 

sions can be drawn from these studies ? 

o i , ,  , , i , ,  . . i . ,  . . i , ,  . 
-180 -90 O 90 180 

@ azim. 

Figure 8: Azimuthal distributions of mid-rapidity Z = 2 
fragments emitted in 55 MeV/u 3 6 ~ r  on 27Al reactions. 
Histogram: da ta  Solid line: fit with second order Legen- 
dre polynomial. Dotted lhe:  a2 cos 24 component (shifted 

up by ao /3 ) .  

azim 

Figure 9: Azimuthal variation of < Pt > a t  mid-rapidy 
(64Zn on 58Ni a t  35 MeV/u, Z = 2 fragments) for 2 irnpact 
parameter bins. 
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f 45 MeV I u  , 65 M e V l u  

Figure 10: Measured anisotropy ratio, a ~ / a o ,  for mid- 
sapidity Z = P and 2 nuclei emitted in *'Ar + 2 7 ~ 1  collisions 
versins the impact parameter value. The stars are BUU cal- 
culations taking into account the error in the reaction plane 
determinati~n['~I. 

V.1. Sensi t ivi ty  to the EOS 

In LVUU calculations, the set of parameters in the 

Gogny force has been modified to study the sensitivity 

to  lY[l71. She  Wow value is quite insensitive to K ,  unless 

the effective mass is taken close to unity: this unrealistic 

value makes the Gogny force to  be almost local and the 

dependence on K becomes similar to  that of a local 

force (Zamick). Clearly, the velocity dependence of the 

nuclear interaction makes the flow almost insensitive to  

the incompressibility value. 

The same insensitivity to  Ii' is observed in 

BUU calculations for rather central collisions ( b  < 
0 ,5  bgraaing)[20'2"l For semi-peripheral collisions (not 

studied with other methods) a difference between soft 

and stiff EOS is obtained: Fig. 12. That seem to be 

the last hope for reaching the value of I( through flow 

measurements. 

A similar effect is obtained in azimuthal anisotropy 

factors. Whereas the difference between soft and stiff 

EOS is less than 10% around 2.5 fm for Ar i- A1 at 45 

MeV/u, it reaches 20% at 4.5 fmLZ7]). 

V.2. Sensi t ivi ty  to t h e  nucleon-nucleon cross 

sect ion i n  m e d i u m  

In ref. 17 and 20, a variation of aNN of 20% leads to 

a shift of the balance energy of 10 MeV/u. This shift is 

large enough to determine the value of UNN from a com- 

parison to measured flow excitation functions. CaIcu- 

lated azimuthal anisotropies exhibit sensitivity to  UNN. 

For Ar on AI a t  45 MeV/u, an increase in UNN from 33 

to 55 mb diminishes aalao by 25%[27]). 

VI. Compar i sons  of expe r imen ta l  data and the- 

oret ical  predict ions 

VI.l. How to pe r fo rm such  comparisons? 

Figure 11: Flow parameter as a function of rapidity for 
40 Ar + 2 7 ~ 1  collisions calculated at b = 5 fm. The solid tri- 
angles, circles, and diamonds display the BUU calculations 
with a stiff equation of state and UNN = 25, 35, 45 mb, 
respectively. The open circles are calculations with a soft 
equation of state and UNN = 35 mb. The open and closed 
stars indicate experimental data for particles with charge 
Z = I,  and Z = 2, respectively, taken from ref. 9 (more 
detailed data have been obtained: ref. 29). The data are 
not corrected for the error on the reaction plane determina- 
tion and are therefore lower than the real values, whereas 
in calculations the reaction plane is perfectly known. From 
ref. 20. 

The first difficulty is the determination of the flow 

value from the variation of < Px/A > versus Y (see 

Fig. 5). Since there can be some leeway in determining 

the slope a t  mid-rapidity, it is useful to compare, at  

least for some cases, the full calculated < Px/A > vari- 

ation to the experimental one. That has been made in 

ref. 17. The second difficulty comes from the fact that 

the experimental data (< Px/A > curve and flow pa- 

rameter) are affected by an error on the reaction plane 

determination. Simulated events were used to  study 

this problem[16]. 

These indeterminations must be introduced in the 

theoretical calculations. Firstly, one should assume 

that a11 particles and clusters are perfectly measured, 

and one uses the real reaction plane. One gets the 
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Figure 12: Mean transverse momentum in the reaction plane < p, > / A  as a function of the longitudinal rapidity. The filled 
squares and circles show the experimental results for Z = 1, Z = 2 fragments. Open circles show theoretical results (LVUU) 
corrected for the reaction plane indetermination and the detector acceptance. From ref. 17. 

theoretical < p, > /A variation. Secondly, one for- of the inversion energy for symmetric systems at the 

gets that the reaction plane is known and find it with same relative impact parameter va~ue['~].  This mass 

the same method as in the experiment. This second dependence can be seen as due to  the competition be- 

< P,/A > variation is (much) less steeper than the tween the mean field effect which is proportional to  the 

real one. Thirdly, a software filter is introduced which surface (i.e. ~ ~ 1 ~ )  and the number of nucleon-nucleon 

reproduces all detector limitations (thresholds, dead ar- collisions, which is proportional to  the participant vol- 

eas, finite sim of detectors, momentum resolution ...) ume (i.e. A). An explanation based on hydrodynamics 

and the analysis is repeated. If this filtered variation is given in ref. 17. The important point is that the 

of < P,/A > lias a much smaller slope a t  mid-rapidity experimental data agree with the calculations: Fig. 13. 

than the second one, then one should be careful before This agreement means that the importance of nucleon- 

reaching any conclusion. nucleon collisions relative to mean field is properly ac- 

An example of such a comparison is shown in Fig. counted for by these LVUU calculations. Balance en- 

12. Since the shapes of the experimental and calcu- ergies lower (higher) than the experimental data would 

lated curves a-e similar, flow parameter values can be mean that the role of nucleon-nucleon collisions is too 

extracted in the same way and meaningfully compared. large (to0 weak) in these calculations. 

Similarly, the error on the reaction plane must be Such an agreement does not mean that  the model 

introduced in azimuthal anisotropy calculations. It has and parameters are fully correct, but this agreement is 

been made in '3UU calculations shown in Fig. l0[~~1. a first condition to be fulfilled before undertaking more 

detailed comparisons on flow and anisotropy values on 
VI.2. Mass  dlependence of the inversion energy 

a very braod range of energies and severa1 systems. 

The advan~~age of the inversion energy is that the 
VI.3. Choice of the effective nuclear force 

theoretical valxes do not need to be filtered. LVUU 

calculations indicate an approximate A - ' / ~  variation Above the inversion energy, a local force with a 
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stiff EOS give the same flow value as the Gogny force, 

whereas a soft EOS give lower flow value~['~I.  We have 

no experimental data to  compare above the inversion 

energy, but we have data below. 

I Z=1, central collisions 
..'O 

o theoretical calculations (Landari -Vlasov) ..: 
OUK results 

?I00 - 
3 A other experimental results 
I 
C - 
r 1 
4 1 ,  

Figure 13: Balance energy versus the total mass of the sys- 

tem. Theoretical points are from ref. 17, experimental data 
from other experiments are from ref. 12, 15. 

n I G o p y  force I Wada force ( 

Figure 14: In-plane fiow parameter in 4 0 ~ r  + 27A1 reactions 
at b = 3 fm. The solid and dashed lines represent the QMD 
results with UNN = 40, 20 mb, respectively. The experimen- 
tal dataIgl are corrected for the error on the reaction plane 
determination[16] and assumed to be negative. The point at 
85 MeV/u is shown as positive, but it can be negative as 
well. From ref. 19. 

Fig. 14 shows the results obtained either with a 

Gogny force or with a local force (Wada force) which 

gives a stiff E O S [ ~ ~ ] .  In both cases, the effect of the re- 

pulsive density dependence reduces the (negative) flow 

value when the incident energy increases. In addition, 

the momentum dependence of the mean field in the 

Gogny force produces a larger variation with the inci- 

dent energy, in agreement with experimental data. As 

also concluded in ref. 17, a local force cannot consis- 

tently be used in the whole energy range. Only a realis- 

tic effective interaction such as the Gogny force should 

be used. 

VI.4. Nucleon-nucleon cross sec t ion  i n  m e d i u m  

The same data were compared to LVUU calcula- 

tions, again with the Gogny force D1 - G1, where the 

nucleon-nucleon cross section in medium is varied by 

&20%['~1. Let us note that,  in this case, a ~ j v  is an 

in-medium corrected cross-section which amounts to  

roughly 80% of the free nucleon-nucleon cross section. 

The data are in agreement with this value, or with a 

slightly lower value. 

Such a comparison has been made also with BUU 

calculations : Fig. 11 for b = 5 fm. Comparisons at 

b = 1.6 fm and 3 fm are given in ref. 20. The inversion 

energy is in agreement with sNN in medium - 25 - 45 

mb. The calculated values, however, are lower than or 

equal to the raw data. When the error in the reaction 

plane is taken into account, the disagreement will get 

larger. 

VI.5. Stiff o r  soft E O S  ? 

We recall that when a momentum-dependent force is 

used, the experimental data below the inversion energy 

(negative flow) are correctly reproduced. The Gogny 

force corresponds to a soft EOS (I< = 228 MeV). Can it 

be modified to shift the incompressibility modulus I< to  

a much higher value without losing its ability to  fulfil its 

original requirements ? This might not be impossible, 

but until it is done the flow data around the inversion 

energy do not need a K value different from 220 

M ~ v [ ' ~ ] .  

As said above, BUU ca l c~ l a t i ons [~~]  exhibit some 

sensitivity to the EOS in semi-peripheral reactions, i.e. 

in low density interaction regions. But they do not 

reproduce the experimental data (Fig. 11) and it is 

not clear whether more complete calculations wi11 retain 

this sensitivity to  t,he EOS. 
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The comparison with azimuthal anisotropy ratios 

tends to favor a stiff E O S [ ~ ~ ] ,  but more detailed studies 

should be ma de. 

A complete set of in-plane flow parameter values 

has been obtained for 3 systems, as a function of in- 

cident energj (mostly for negative f l o ~ ) ,  impact pa- 

rameter and charge of the emitted fragment. Larger 

flow values are observed for heavier fragments. This 

is qualitative!~ attributed to the larger thermal energy 

per nucleon cf lighter fragments[24], however a quanti- 

tative calculation is needed. Coulomb effects also play a 

role[17]. Another pending problem is the possible varia- 

tion of the balance energy with the mass of the emitted 

fragment . 
Detailed information has also been gained for the 

azimuthal di~tribution and < Pt > azimuthal varia- 

tion of mid-rapidity products. An in-plane enhance- 

ment ("rotat.on like behaviour") is observed for the 

light system :'6Ar + 27A1 at  a11 energies studied here, 

i.e. up to 95 MeV/u and at  the lower energies for the 

medium-mass system 64Zn + 58Ni, whereas this system 

exhibits an olt-of-plane enhancement ("squeeze-out") 

at  higher ene13gies (up to 79 MeV/u). The variation of 

this anisotropy with impact parameter is in agreement 

with a competition between in-plane enhancement due 

to the mean fidd and shadow effects (decreasing at  high 

b values, stroiiger for higher energies and/or masses). 

As to the in medium nucleon-nucleon cross section 

and the equaiion of state, comprehensive comparisons 

with theoretical calculations have yet to be made. In 

making such comparisons, one must take into account 

the error on tlie reaction plane due to finite number ef- 

fects and to tlie detector acceptance. For the moment, 

a value of K == 200 MeV (soft EOS) can reproduce the 

data, but studies of azimuthal anisotropies should be 

pursued before excluding a stiff EOS. The possibility 

of obtaining quantitative information is still an open 

question. Comparisons show that momentum depen- 

dent interactim forces must be used. The observed 

balance energies are reproduced by LVUU calculations. 

It is necessary to compare values of the flow parameter 

(in MeV/c per nucleon) over a broad range of incident 

energies, at  several impact parameter values and for 

several systems. 
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